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SEVERAL THEOREMS stating that under certain hypotheses a compact leaf L of a foliation is 
stable under small perturbations are extended by replacing hypotheses on the fundamental 
group of L by conditions on the first real homology H,(L; R), provided that L has trivial 
linear holonomy and the perturbation is C’ small. The compact leaf may be the fiber of a 
fibration or an isolated compact leaf. The proofs use the basic construction of Thurston’s 
Generalized Reeb Stability Theorem. 
w. INTRODUCTION 
Let F, be a C’ codimension q foliation of a smooth manifold M and let LO be a compact 
leaf of F,. We say that L, is a stable compact leafif every foliation F sufficiently C’ close to F, 
has a compact leaf near L,. The Thurston-Langevin-Rosenberg eneralization of the Reeb 
Stability Theorem asserts that if the linear holonomy of L, is trivial and H’(L,, R) vanishes 
then L, is a stable compact leaf [15,31-J. We use the essential idea of this theorem, as 
simplified by Reeb and others [24,25], to obtain a further generalization (Theorem 1, which 
we call the Conditional Stability Theorem) and various corollaries to the effect that certain 
compact leaves are stable. 
Recall that if g belongs to the set Q(L,, x0) of loops on L, based at a point x0 EL,, then the 
holonomy H(g): U+D of g is a local diffeomorphism, defined on an appropriate neigh- 
borhood U of x0 in a q-dimensional disk D in M transverse to F, and centered at x0, obtained 
by lifting g to nearby leaves of F,. Similarly, given another foliation F sufficiently close to F,, 
the perturbed holonomy HF(g): U+D is defined by lifting g to leaves of F (see $1 for fuller 
details). Throughout this paper we shall suppose that L,, has trivial linear holonomy, i.e. for 
each loop g ER(L~, x0) the derivative of the holonomy DH(g),, is the identity automorphism 
on the tangent plane TD_, to D at x0. Let Fol:(M) be the space of C’ codimension q 
foliations of M with the C’ topology (see $1). We can now state the basic lemma from which 
all the other theorems of this paper follow. 
THEOREM 1. The Conditional Stability Theorem. Let gl, . . . , gk E Q(L,, x,,) be loops whose 
real homology classes gl, . . . & generate H,(L,;R). Suppose that L, has trivial linear 
holonomy. Then for any neighborhood N of L,-, in M there exist neighborhoods V of F, in 
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Fol,‘(M) and U of x0 in D, such that for all FE V, we have: 
1. The perturbed holonomy HF(gJ: U +D is defined for i = 1, . . . k; 
2. Iffor some x E U, HF(gi) (x) = xfor all i (1 I i I k), then the leaf L of F passing through x is 
contained in N, difleomorphic to L,, and hence compact. 
When H,(L,: n) vanishes the hypothesis HF(gi) (x)=x becomes vacuous (k =0), and we 
recover the theorem of Thurston-Langevin-Rosenberg, whose proof inspired the proof of 
the Conditional Stability Theorem. 
THEOREM 2. (Langevin and Rosenberg [ 151). If a compact leaf L, of F, has trivial linear 
holonomy and satisfies H,(L,; R) = 0, then there exist neighborhoods V of F, in Fol:(M) and U 
of x0 in D such that for every FE V, the union of the leaves of F meeting U is an open 
neighborhood of L, foliated as a product by F with all the leaves difleomorphic to Lo. 
In particular, L, is a stable compact leaf. 
Thurston’s conclusion [31] that L, has a neighborhood foliated as a product by F, is the 
special case in which F is F,. 
In Theorem 2, L, is intrinsically stable, i.e. its stability follows from its topology alone 
(along with the hypothesis that the linear holonomy is trivial). Often the stability of a 
compact leaf depends on the surrounding foliation, either locally or in the large. For example, 
Seifert’s Theorem [29] asserts that any foliation near to the Hopf fibration of the three- 
dimensional sphere S3 has a compact leaf near to one of the Clifford circle fibers. In this spirit, 
we shall say that the fiber L of a smooth fibration p:M+B of compact manifolds is stable in 
the large if every foliation F of M sufficiently C’ close to the foliation F, of M by thefibers ofp 
has a compact leaf near to one of the original fibers. 
The problem of when such stability in the large holds was posed by Rosenberg (Problem 
11, p. 244 of [16]). Various affirmative results have been obtained with hypotheses on the 
base and on the fiber or its fundamental group [2, 3, 8, 16, 223. In 93 we shall prove two 
versions of the Conditional Stability Theorem for fibrations (Theorems 3 and 3’) and in later 
sections use them to extend some of these results. In this context we shall always suppose that 
p:M+B is a smooth fibration of connected compact manifolds with fiber L and basepoint 
x,,EL such that B has empty boundary. Theorems 4,5 and 6 (the last two cited without proof 
from Suely Druck’s thesis [4, 51 and Bonatti and Haefliger [l]) are partial results in the 
direction of the following generalization of Seifert’s Theorem. 
CONJECTURE 0.1. If p:M-+B is a fibration as above such that H,(L;l%)z: and the Euler 
characteristic X(B) is nonzero, then L is stable in the large. 
In order to state Theorem 4, we shall assume the following hypothesis, which permits the 
choice of a suitable element in the fundamental group nl(LX, x) of each fiber. Let y, =p(x,) be 
the basepoint of B. 
HYPOTHESIS 0.2. H,(L; R)zE? and the natural action of n,(B,y,) on the center Z of 
n,(L,x,) fixes an element SeZ whose real homology class S generates H,(L;PJ). 
THEOREM 4. Assume Hypothesis 0.2 and suppose that x(B) ~0. lf the dimension of B is 2 or p 
admits a global section, then L is stable in the large. 
This theorem was inspired by Langevin and Rosenberg [16] who proved stability in the 
large of the fiber L under Co perturbations in the special case when 7c1(L,x0)zZ provided 
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that B is a closed surface with x(B) # 0. Fuller [S) obtained the same conclusion when the base 
B is a closed manifold of arbitrary dimension with x(B) # 0 and when the fiber L is the circle. 
The next theorem was proved by S. Druck using the Conditional Stability Theorem. On 
the other hand, Bonatti and Haefliger obtained Theorem 6 from Fuller’s theorem by an 
analysis of the holonomy groupoid. 
THEOREM 5. (S. Druck [4, 51). Assume 0.2 and suppose that L and M are oriented with 
empty boundary. Let [L] E H,(L; Z) be the fundamental class of the fiber and i: L+M the 
inclusion map. If 0 #x(B). i,[L] E H,(M; Z), then L is stable in the large. 
The hypothesis that M is oriented can be dropped by passing to a double cover of M 
if 2x(B). i,.L] #O. 
THEOREM 6. (Bonatti and Haejhger Cl]). Suppose that the commutator group [n, lr] ofthe 
fundamental group TT = n,(L, x0) ofthefiber isfinitely generated and that Hom([q lc], R) = 0. If 
H,(L; R)zR and x(B)#O, then L is stable in the large. 
It is not difficult to construct examples howing that Theorems 4,5, and 6 are independent 
of each other (see 4.2). 
In the codimension one case, every smooth fibration has the form p:M+S’ where M is the 
suspension of a diffeomorphism$L+ L of the fiber, M = (L x I)/ -, where (x, 1) -(f(x), 0), and 
p is the obvious projection to the circle S’ = R/Z. In analogy with Kneser’s Theorem [ 143 that 
every foliation of the Klein bottle has a compact leaf (i.e. a circle) we obtain the following. 
THEOREM 7. ZfH,(L; R) z13 andf,: H,(L; R)+HI(L; R) is multiplication by a negative real 
number c, then L is stable in the large. 
(In fact, c = - 1.) This theorem was inspired by Langevin and Rosenberg [163 who proved 
the analogous result for Co perturbations when ~,(L,x,)xZ. Plante [22] has proved a 
similar theorem, without restriction on the dimension of H t(L; R), provided rri(L, x0) belongs 
to a certain class Y of finitely generated groups, including polycyclic groups and finitely 
generated groups of non-exponential growth. 
THEOREM 8. (Plante [22]). Ifn,(L,xO)~9 and&: H,(L; R)+H,(L; R) has no positive real 
eigenvalues, then L is stable in the large under Co small perturbations. 
Theorem 7 includes fibrations not treated by Plante’s theorem (see Example 5.2). It would 
be interesting to find a common generalization, but, as examples given in [22] show, some 
restriction on rc,(L,,x,) is necessary if the fiber has first Betti number greater than one. 
In the case of a fibration whose fiber L has commutative fundamental group, N. 
Desolneux-Moulis [2,3] has obtained stability in the large of the fiber under a certain 
transversality condition. We obtain a generalization of her result (see Theorem 9, $6.) 
We shall say that a compact leaf Lo of a Cl foliation F, of M is locally stable if Lo is a 
stable compact leaf of F, restricted to every neighborhood N of Lo foliated by the restriction 
of F,, i.e. every foliation of N sufficiently C’ close to F, restricted to N has a compact leaf 
diffeomorphic to Lo. For example, if a periodic orbit Lo of a flow has the point x0 E Lo as a 
stable isolated fixed point of the Poincare map (i.e. the holonomy) on a normal disk D 
through x0, then Lo is locally stable. Hirsch [13] has given a number of interesting theorems 
on local stability of a compact leaf Lo in terms of properties of n,(L,,x,) and the holonomy. 
In a similar vein we obtain the following results. 
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THEOREM 10. Let ~E~I~(L~,x,J be such that its image h(g) under the Hurewicz homo- 
morphism generates H,(L,;R)zR. Suppose that x0 is a stable isolated jixed point of the 
holonomy map H(g) and that the compact leaf L, has trivial linear holonomy. Then L, is locally 
stable. 
Recall that an element g ofa group G is accessible 1131 in G if there exists a finite sequence 
of subgroups G, a G, a . . . a G, E G such that g generates Go, Gi_ 1 is normal in 
Gi(i=l, . . . r) and G, has finite index in G. Let (gi, . . . , gn) denote the subgroup generated 
by elements gl, . . . , gkEG. 
THEOREM 11. Suppose that gl, . . . , & are elements of n,(Lo,xO) such that their images 
h(g’,), . . . > h(g’,) generate H1(L,;R) and such that gI is accessible in (gl, . . . , &.). Ifx,, is a 
stable isolatedjxed point of H(gl), the codimension of F0 is one, and the compact leaf L, has 
trivial linear holonomy, then L, is a locally stable compact leaf: 
COROLLARY. Theorem 11 holds if the hypothesis that 8, is accessible is replaced by the 
hypothesis that g1 commutes with g2, . . . , &. 
Theorem 10, which extends Theorem 1.2(d) of [133, follows as an immediate corollary 
from Theorem 1. An isolated fixed point is stable, of course, iff its fixed point index is non- 
zero. Theorem 11, which extends part of Theorem 1.4 of [13], and Theorem 12, which treats 
local stability of a compact leaf in a one parameter family F(t) of foliations under a certain 
genericity condition at t = 0, are proven in 57. 
Up to now we have only considered stability of compact leaves under perturbations that 
are small (in the C’ or Co topology). Certain closed 3-manifolds and one 2-manifold (the 
Klein bottle) have the property that every codimension one foliation has a compact leaf 
[14,17,18,19,32]. On the other hand, on manifolds of dimension greater than three every 
codimension one foliation is homotopic to a Co foliation with no compact leaves (and with all 
leaves mooth) [26,27]. Every foliation of codimension greater than one (excluding the trivial 
foliation by points) is homotopic to a foliation without compact leaves [28], which can be 
taken to be C” if the codimension is greater than two, and C* [12,1 l] if the codimension is 
exactly two. 
We have only considered the case of trivial linear holonomy but it is not difficult to apply 
the Conditional Stability Theorem to a compact leaf L with finite linear holonomy by passing 
to a finite covering space ,? that trivializes the linear holonomy, but then wemust use enough 
loops to generate H,(L; R). It is also easy to adapt Theorems 3 and 3’ to treat Hausdorff 
compact foliations (foliations with every leaf compact with finite holonomy, see [63). 
D. Stowe [30] has given a remarkable xtension ofThurston’s Generalized Reeb Stability 
Theorem, by showing that a compact leaf L is C’ stable if H’(L, ~2:) = 0 where the coefficients 
are twisted by the linear holonomy representation y: IL~(L, xO)+Aut(FJq), 
where we identify TD,, with Rq. It would be interesting to combine Stowe’s theorem with the 
idea of conditional stability. 
The structure of the remainder of the paper is as follows. Definitions of holonomy and 
perturbed holonomy are given in $1 and used to prove Theorem 1 in 92. Theorems 3 and 3’, 
which extend conditional stability to stability in the large of the fiber of a fibration, are stated 
and proved in $3. Their corollaries, Theorems 4, 7 and 9, are proven in $4, $5 and 46, 
respectively, where several examples are also given. Theorems 11 and 12, which treat local 
stability of compact leaves, are proven in $7, while some lemmas are proven in the Appendix. 
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$1. HOLONOMY AND PERTURBED HOLONOMY 
Throughout this paper, M will be a smooth (Ccc) manifold and F, a C’ codimension q 
foliation of M with a compact leaf L,, and basepoint x0 in L,,. For convenience we shall fix a 
Riemannian metric on M, but its choice will not affect the results. 
The normal bundle to F, in M is, in general, only a Co vector bundle, but it can easily be 
approximated by a nearby C’ vector bundle v. We may take v to be a subbundle of the 
tangent bundle TM of M, and choose it to be transverse to TF,, the tangent bundle to the 
leaves of F,. For E > 0 let D(v, Lo, E) be the subspace of v consisting of vectors over L, of length 
less than E. Choose E sufficiently small so that the restriction of the exponential map exp: 
TM+M takes D(V, Lo, E) diffeomorphically onto an open neighborhood N of L,. Let 
n:N+LO be the bundle projection induced by the tangent bundle projection and take E 
sufficiently small so that the open q-disk fibers of II are transverse to F,. Thus (N,rr) is a 
tubular neighborhood of Lo. Let D=K1(xo) be the q-disk fiber passing through x0. 
We shall consider foliations near to F, in the space Fol:(M) of all C’ codimension q 
foliations of M endowed with the Epstein compact C’ topology which satisfies the axioms 
given in [7]. The first axiom (which we shall not need) asserts that the group of C’ 
diffeomorphisms of M acts continuously on Foli(M). The second axiom, which states 
roughly that every foliation F sufficiently C’ close to F, has perturbed holonomy defined 
and C’ close to that of F,, is closely related to the following lemma, whose proof is given in 
the Appendix. This lemma is basic to the concept of perturbed holonomy, and implicit in 
virtually all results on stability of compact leaves. We say that a path g:Z+L, lifts along n to a 
path g’:Z-* N, or equivalently that g’ is a Iif of g, if n 0 g’ = g. We shall suppose that all paths 
and loops are piecewise smooth with domain I = [0, l] throughout this paper. 
LEMMA 1.1. Given c’>O there exist neighborhoods V of F, in Fol:(M) and V of x0 in D 
with the following property. For every FE V and x E V, every path g in Lo of length less than C’ 
starting at x0 lifts along 7c to a path g’ starting at x and lying on a leaf of F. 
We may now define holonomy and perturbed holonomy. Let g be a path on Lo from x0 to 
y, of length less than C’, and let V and V be the neighborhoods given by the lemma. 
Definition 1.2. The perturbed holonomy of the path g with respect o the foliation F is the 
map ZfJg): V +n- ‘(yo) defined by setting HF(g) (x) = g’( 1) where g’ is the lift of g starting at x 
and lying on the leaf of F which passes through x. If we set F = F, then we obtain the 
holonomy H(g) = H,,(g) of g. 
It is easy to see that g’ is uniquely determined, since the point g’(t) must lie both on the leaf 
of F through x and on the transverse disk rr- ‘[g(t)]. The following properties of the 
perturbed holonomy are clear consequences of the definition, and of course hold fo> the 
holonomy as a special case. Let D, denote the transverse disk n-r(x) through XE Lo. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let g and g’ be paths on Lo with g(O)=x,, and let F be sujiciently C’ 
close to F,. Then the following properties hold. 
1. HP(g): V + D, is a Cl difiomorphism onto an open subset of D,, where x = g( 1). 
2. Zf g( 1) = g’(0) then HF(g’) 0 HF(g) = HF(gg’) wherever the right hand side is defined. 
3. Zf e is the constant path at x0, then H,(e) is the identity map. 
4. Zf g- ’ is the inverse path of g, then HF(g-‘) = Hr(g)- ‘. 
5. Zf g,(O< t < 1) is a homotopy of paths from x0 to y, in Lo and x is a point in D such that 
each g, lifts along 7c to a path g; starting at x and lying on the leaf of F through x, then 
H&o)(x) = Hi& 1 W. 
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The following property of the perturbed holonomy, which is related to Epstein’s second 
axiom for the C’ topology on the space of foliations, will be proven in the Appendix. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let g be a path on L, from x0 to x and let V and U be the neighborhoods 
given by Lemma 1.1 where c’ is chosen to be greater than the length of g. Then the perturbed 
holonomy deJines a continuous map H(g): V+C’(U, D,), H(g)(F)= HF(g): U-rD,, where 
C’( U, D,) is the space of C’ maps U *D, with the C’ topology. 
We also define the linear hoIonomy DH(g),: TD X+ TD, of a path g on L, from x to y to be 
the derivative of the holonomy map H(g) at the point x..In particular, if g belongs to the space 
R(L,, x,,) of loops on L, based at x0, then DH(g),: TD, -+ TD,. Throughout this paper we shall 
assume that Lo has trivial linear holonomy, that is, for every loop gER(L,,x,) the linear 
holonomy DH(g),, is the identity automorphism of the tangent plane TD,,. 
$2. PROOF OF THE CONDITIONAL STABILITY THEOREM 
Before beginning the proof we state a fundamental lemma which is the basis of virtually 
all compact leaf stability theorems 129, 13,31, 15 . . . 1. Its statement is quite similar to the 
statement of the Conditional Stability Theorem, but the real homology of Lo is replaced by 
the fundamental group and there is no hypothesis about the linear holonomy. As always, Lo 
is a compact leaf of F, with basepoint x0. Let SEII~(L~, x0) denote the based homotopy class 
of a loop g&(L,,x,). 
THE COMPACT LEAF STABILITY LEMMA 2.1. Let gl, . . . , g,,,~R(L,,x,) be loops whose 
homotopy classes Q1, . . . , , Q,,, generate n,(L,, x0). Thenfor any tubular neighborhood (N, n) of 
Lo there exist neighborhoods V, of F, in FoZ,‘(M) and U, of x0 in D, such thatfor all FE V, and 
XEU,, we have: 
1’. The perturbed hoionomy HF(gj)(x)ED is definedfor j= 1, . . . , , m; 
2’. IfHF(gj)(x)=xforallj= 1, . . . , m, then the leaf L of F passing through x is contained in 
N, diffeomorphic to Lo under the projection II, and hence compact. 
This lemma is implicit in the argument of [15], p. 108, where a brief outline of its proof is 
given. For the sake of completeness we provide a somewhat more detailed proof in the 
Appendix. 
To begin the proof of the Conditional Stability Theorem, suppose that gi, . . . , gke 
R(L,, x0) are loops whose real homology classes Qi, . , . , gjk generate H,(L,; R), where Lo is a 
compact leaf of the C’ codimension q foliation F, of M with basepoint x0, and suppose that 
the linear holonomy DH(g,)_, is the identity automorphism of TD,, for i = 1, . . , , k, where 
D = 7c- ‘(x0) is the q-disk fiber of the tubular neighborhood N of Lo under the fiber map 7~: 
N+L,. These are the hypotheses of Theorem 1, as stated in the Introduction. 
Without loss of generality we suppose that the set of loops {gi, . . . , gk} is closed under 
inversion, by adding in the inverse loops if necessary. Choose loops gk+ i, . . . , gmER(Lo, x0) 
such that the set ‘4 , I?..., ij,,,} generates n,(L,,x,) and is invariant under inversion. We 
then have gj=h(gj) for j= 1,. . , m, where h: n,(L,,x,)+(H,(L,;R) is the Hurewicz 
hcmomorphism for real homology, and aj and Sj denote the real homology and homotopy 
classes of the loop gj 
Now let V, and U 1 be the neighborhoods of F, and x0 given by Lemma 2.1. According to 
(1’) the perturbed holonomy H,(gj) (X)E D is defined whenever F E V,, x E U ,, and 1 <<j < m, so 
conclusion (1) of the theorem holds for arbitrary subneighborhoods U G U, of x0 and VG VI 
of F,. 
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In order to prove the theorem by contradiction, let us suppose that the conclusion (2) fails 
to hold. Since Fol,‘(M) has countable neighborhood bases, this means that we can find a 
sequence of foliations F, in V, converging to F, and a sequence of points x, in U, converging 
to x,,, such that 
Hr(gi)(xJ=x,, i= 1, . . . , k; n= 1,2 . . . , (2.2) 
but the conclusion of (2) fails to hold for any F, and x,. In particular, the conclusion of (2’) of 
the lemma cannot hold, and so the hypothesis of (2’) must fail. Thus for each n there exists 
some j, necessarily greater than k, such that 
Hk?j)(Xn)+Xn~ (2.3) 
We now use the basic idea of Thurston [31] as reformulated in [24,25] to construct a 
non-trivial homomorphism @ x,(15.,, xo)+Rq. 
LEMMA 2.4. The conditions (2.2) and (2.3) imply that there exists a non-zero homomorphism 
@: TC~(L.,,,X~)+R~ such that @(&)=Ofor i= 1, . . . , k. 
Assuming this lemma we can now complete the proof of the Theorem. Since YI is an ‘~- 
module, such a homomorphism S, must factor through H,(L,;A)z H,(L,: ‘) @ 7, that is. 
there exists a homomorphism Cp: H,(L,; R)-W such that @ = @ 0 h. The lemma asserts that 
+(gi) vanishes for i I k and the elements Q,, . . . , & generate H 1 (L,; R) by hypothesis. Thus 
@ is identically zero, contradicting Lemma 2.4, and the theorem follows. q 
Proof of Lemma 2.4, Embed D as an open set in Rq by a C’ diffeomorphism, and to 
simplify notation, identify D with its image in R4. Set 
4=maxl.jam IHAgj) (Xn) -%I 
where we write H, for the perturbed holonomy H,” and 1.1 denotes the Euclidean norm in Fq. 
By (2.3) d, is non-zero so we may define 
q,(g) = d, ‘(H,(g) (x,) - x,) E Rq 
for every loop g E R(L,, x,,) for which the perturbed holonomy H,(g) (x,) is defined. Of course 
cp,(gj) is defined for all n and j, since F,E V, and X,E U,. 
The definitions guarantee that the points cp,(gJ all 
repeatedly passing to subsequences we may assume that 
Now define 
q(9) = lim q,(g) 6 Bq 
n-rcn 
lie in the unit disk in Rq, so by 
lim cp,(gj) exists for j= 1, . . . , m. 
n-aa 
for those loops for which the limit exists. It will follow from the next lemma that this is the 
case for all loops g E R(L,, x0). 
LEMMA 2.5. lfg, g’ E R(L,, x,,) are loops such that q(g) and cp(g’) are defined, then cp(gg’) is 
also dejined and cp(gg’) = q(g) + cp(g’). 
Proof of Lemma 2.5. According to the definition of the derivative DH,(g’)_ of H,(g’) at x,, 
HM) (Y) = H,(g’) (x,) + DH,(g’),n . (y-x,) + NY - x, I) 
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for y~0~ near x,. Setting y = H,(g) (x,) and using H,(gg’) = H,(g’) 0 H,(g) we obtain 
d, ‘(H&g’) (x,)- x,) = d, ‘(IM’) (x,)- x,) + DH,(g’),mdd, ‘(H,(g) (x,) - x,) + 9 
where q =d; ‘o(lH,(g)(x,)-x,1). Observe that q+O as n+cO since by hypothesis the limit 
defining (p(q) exists. Now H,(g’) converges C’ to H(g’), since F, converges to F, in the C’ 
topology, so DH,(g’),” converges Co to DH(g’),,, which is the identity automorphism since we 
are assuming that the linear holonomy of Lo with respect o F. is trivial. As n-, 3~ the RHS 
converges to cp(g’) +cp(g), so the limit of the LHS exists and is clearly (p(gg’), completing the 
proof of Lemma 2.5. 0 
Returning to the proof of Lemma 2.4, we apply Lemma 2.5 repeatedly to conclude that 
cp(p) is defined whenever the loop p is a monomial in the generators gl, . . . , g,,,. Note that if 
two loops go, gl&(Lo,xo) are homotopic and cp(gO) is defined, then cp(g’) is defined and 
cp(g’) = cp(g’). This is true because the intermediate loops gf (0 <t d 1) of the homotopy will 
have uniformly bounded length, and so by Lemma 1.1 the perturbed holonomy H,(g’)(x,) will 
be defined for all t, and consequently independent oft, for all sufficiently large n. Since every 
loop g&(Lo,xo) is homotopic to a monomial in the generators gj, cp: R(Lo,~o)-*l?q is 
globally defined. Lemma 2.5 now shows that cp is a homomorphism. Since it is homotopy 
invariant, it passes to a quotient homomorphism @: K~(L~,x~)+~~. 
According to the definitions of d, and cp., for each n there is ai such that Iq,(gj)l = 1. For 
some j, say j’, this must occur for infinitely many n, so l@($jv)I = 1 and @ is not zero. On the 
other hand, (2.2) implies that I = Cp(gi) =0 for i = 1, . . . , k, establishing Lemma 2.4. Cl 
$3. PERTURBATION OF FOLIATIONS DEFINED BY FIBRATIONS 
In this section we give two global forms of the Conditional Stability Theorem, namely 
Theorems 3 and 3’, which apply to fibrations with compact fiber. 
Throughout this section we shall suppose that p:M+B is a C” fibration with compact 
connected fiber L. Denote the fiber containing XEM by L,, and let F, be the foliation of M 
whose leaves are the fibers. Fix a Riemannian metric in M once and for all. Let v t TM be the 
normal bundle orthogonal to the fibers, and for each x in M let D, be the image of the closed 
e-disk in the fiber v, under the exponential map exp: TM+M. (If M is not compact, then take 
E to be a positive function on B. If the boundary of the fiber aF is nonempty, then choose the 
metric so that for each x in 8M, D, lies entirely in 8M.) We choose E > 0 to be sufficiently small 
so that each D, is an embedded disk transverse to the foliation F, and so that 
N, = u {D,: YEL,} is a tubular neighborhood of L, fibered over L, by the projection rr,: 
N,+L, with the disks D,(YEL,) as fibers. 
The fundamental groups zl(LX, x) of the fibers are the stalks of a locally trivial sheaf q: 
II-PM of groups over M. Suppose that M is compact and let g: M-II be a global section of 
this sheaf. Then for every foliation F sufficiently C’ close to F. there is a global perturbed 
holonomy map A,@): M+ M defined as follows. For each x in M choose a piecewise smooth 
loop g,&(L,, x) representing (x)~n~(L~, x) so that the lengths of the loops gX are uniformly 
bounded. Let gXF be the lift of gX along n, to the leaf Z,,, of F passing through x = g-JO). Then 
define R&)(x)=g.Jl)ED,. As before, the real Hurewicz homomorphism h: x,(L,,x)-* 
H,(L,; R) takes g(x) to an element g(x)= h(g(x))EH1(Lx; R). Throughout this paper we denote 
100ps (or paths) by g,g’,gi, . . . , the corresponding homotopy classes by Q,9”‘,Bi, . . . , and 
their real homology classes by &#,gi, . . . . We can now enunciate 
THEOREM 3. The Conditional Stability Theorem for Fibrations. Let gl, . . . , & be global 
sections of the sheaf Il such that for some (and hence all) x in M, the images g,(x), . . . , g,(x) 
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generate H l(L,; R), and let M be compact. Then for any E > 0 there exists a neighborhood Vof F, 
in Foli(M) such that for all FE V and XEM we haue: 
1. The perturbed holonomy fired, is defined for i= 1, . . . , k; 
2. lf~,(gi)(x) = xfor all i, 1~ i < k, then the leaf L,r of F passing through x is contained in 
the normal e-neighborhood N, of L,, difleomorphic to LX under the projection n,: 
N,+L,, and hence compact. 
When there are not enough global sections of lT to generate H,(L,; R), or when the total 
space M is not compact, the following variant of Theorem 3 may be applicable. Let K be a 
compact metric space andfiK+ M a continuous map. By a lift off to II we mean a map S: 
K + l-I such that q 0 g =f For a foliation F of M sufficiently C’ close to F, we may define the 
perturbed holonomy map Hr(G): K-rM. For ZEK we define HJ~‘)(z)ED, x =f (z), by lifting a 
loop g,ER(L,, x) representing (z)~n,(L,, x) along n,: N,+L, to the loop gzF on the leaf LXF, 
with gzF(0) = x, and then setting HIF(g)(z) = gzF(l). We can now state 
THEOREM 3’. Let gl, . . . , &: K+ll be lifts off to II such that for each z in K the images 
gI(z), . , L&(Z) generate H,(L,; R), x =f (2). Then for any E >O there exists a neighborhood V 
of F, in Foli(M) such that for all FEV and ZEK, setting x=f(z), we haoe: 
1. The perturbed holonomy HIF(~i is deJned for i= 1, . . . , k; 
2. If H#ji)(z) = x for all i, 1 < i <k, then the leaf L,. of F passing through x is contained in 
N,, difleomorphic to L, under the projection n,: N,+L,, and hence compact. 
Since Theorem 3 is identical to the special case of Theorem 3’ in which K = M and f = Id: 
K+M, it suffices to prove Theorem 3’. Before beginning the proof we shall state a 
proposition which implies that the perturbed holonomy map H;F(fii): K+M is well-defined 
and continuous. 
The fundamental groupoid II, of M is the set of all homotopy classes (with stationary 
endpoints) of paths in M, with the smooth structure of a locally trivial sheaf over M x M 
given by the projection (a,, al):lI, -+M x M defined ai(g)=g(i) (i =O, l), where g: I+M is a 
path representing ~lTr. The product gtj” of two elements of II, is defined, using path 
multiplication, provided a,@‘) = a&“). 
Suppose that K is a compact metric space and g:K+lI, a continuous map. Recall that D, , 
is the transverse disk of radius E centered at x, and for 6 > 0 let D,.(6) be the closed concentric 
subdisk of radius 6. Define 
Ai@) = {(z, x’) E K x M: x’ E D,(6), where x = ai(g(z))} 
for i =O, 1. For (z, x’)E&(~), O< 6 es, and for F sufficiently C’ close to F,, define the 
perturbed holonomy H,(g) (z, x’)EA 1(~) to be the endpoint of the path starting at x’ obtained 
by lifting a path gr representing (z) to the leaf of F through x’. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. A. Given g: K +lI 1 as above and 0 < 6 < E, there exists a neighborhood V 
of F, in Fol,‘(M) such thatfor all FE V the perturbed holonomy map H,..(g): A,(+A,(s) is well- 
defined and continuous. 
B. If in addition K is a smooth mantfold and g: K-rll, is C’, then H&j) is C’ and the 
induced map 
H: V+C’(A,(G), A&s)) 
is continuous, where C’(A,(6), A,(E)) is the space of C’ maps with the C’ topology. 
The proof of this Proposition is given in the Appendix. 
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Proofof Theorem 3’. Note that II is contained in II,, as the subspace of homotopy classes 
of paths that are loops. Hence the hypotheses of Theorem 3’ yield maps Si: K+II,, 
i=l,. . . , k. The perturbed holonomy map Ha: K +M of the Theorem is obtained as the 
composition of the canonical map K-+Graph (f)c A,(@, followed by H,(g’,): A,(+A,(s) of 
the proposition, and then by the projection on the second factor p2: Ai(e) c K x M-+M. 
Consequently the proposition implies that there exists a neighborhood Vof F, such that for 
all F in V, Hk@ji): K+M is well-defined and continuous for i= 1, . . . , k. 
Now suppose that Theorem 3’ is false, so that (2) fails to hold, in order to arrive at a 
contradiction. Then there exist sequences F, of foliations in V converging in Fol:(M) to F, 
and points z, in K, such that Hbn(SJ(Zn)=xn for all i, where x,=f(z.), but the leaf L, of F, 
passing through x, fails to be contained in N,” or is not diffeomorphic to Lxn under the 
projection rr,,: Nxn + L,,. By passing to a subsequence we may suppose that the sequence z, 
converges to a point z in K. Now H;.(Si)(z,) = x, implies that HF,(giz)(xn) =x,, where H,,(gJ 
is the perturbed holonomy defined in $1 by lifting the loops giz to nearby leaves of F,. By 
hypothesis the homology classes &=&(z) (i= 1, . . . , k) generate H,(L,;S), x=f(z), so 
Theorem 1 asserts that for sufficiently large n, L, is contained in N, and diffeomorphic to L, 
under II,. This clearly shows that for sufficiently large n, L, is contained in N,. and 
diffeomorphic to L,“under the projection rr,,. This contradiction establishes Theorem 3’. 0. 
Note that K is not assumed to be connected, and in applying Theorem 3’ it is possible to 
choose different sets of generators (ii} of the fundamental group of the fiber on distinct 
components of K (at least if K is locally connected). We shall do this in proving Theorem 9. 
$4. PROOF OF THEOREM 4 
In this section we prove Theorem 4 and give several examples. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Since the element J mentioned in (0.2) belongs to the center Z of 
n,(L, x,,) and is invariant under the action of rri(B, ye), there is a global section gi of the sheaf 
II of fundamental groups of the fibers over M such that gi(x,)=Q. By hypothesis the 
corresponding real homology class gi(x,) = 9 generates H,(L, R). According to Theorem 3 
with k= 1, there exists a neighborhood Vof F, such that for any FE V, the global perturbed 
holonomy R&I,): M+ M is defined and any fixed point x of R,&ji) lies on a compact leaf L,, 
of F inside the tubular neighborhood N, of L, and diffeomorphic to L,. To complete the 
proof of the theorem it suffices to find such a fixed point. 
In the second case of the theorem, when there is a global section s: B-M, the map 
p 0 A,@,) 0 s: B+B must have a fixed point y E B, because x(B) # 0. Then x = s(y) will be a fixed 
point of R&ji). 
In order to prove the first case, when the base B has dimension 2, recall that R,(g,) (x) lies 
on the tranverse disk D, which was defined by the exponential map exp, on vx= T(L,):c 
TM,. Consequently there is a well-defined vector field X on M, orthogonal to the fibers, such 
that I?r(gi)(x) =exp,X(x) for each point x in M, and it suffices to find a point where X 
vanishes. 
Let us suppose that X is nonvanishing on M, in order to arrive at a contradiction. Define 
a homomorphism I,: n,(L, x&E by letting Z,(5) be the number of times that p,X(c(t)) winds 
around the origin of TB,, as t goes from 0 to 1, where c: 1-L is a loop representing 
&x~(L, x,), and we have fixed an orientation of TB,,. We shall use Seifert’s argument 1291 
(see also [16], Lemma 2.1) to show that I, vanishes. 
Let D’ be a closed disk in B containing y, in its interior, sufficiently small so that p- ‘(D’) is 
contained in the normal neighborhood N = N,, around L. The two projections 71 = rr,,: N -+L 
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and p: M + B define a diffeomorphism h = (R, p): p- ‘(D’)+L x D’. Let g: S’ + L be a smoothly 
embedded loop representing cj~n,(L, x0). Then f=h-’ o(g x Id): S’ x D’+p-‘D’c N is a 
smooth embedding transverse to F. Thus F induces a foliation F’ by curves transverse to the 
disksf({x) x D’) on the solid torus T’=f(S’ x D’). For some small disk neighborhood D” of 
y,, and possibly restricting F to lie in a smaller neighborhood V, of F,, there will be a first 
return map x”: T”+ T’ defined on the smaller solid torus T” =f(S’ x D”) by letting n”(x)) be 
the first point where the leaf of F’ passing through x’ in the direction of the loop g returns to 
the diskf({x} x D’ that contains x’. 
On T” the map 7~” differs from fi&ji) only by a small displacement along the leaves of F. 
so rc” has no fixed points and the Seifert index of the loop g, I,.(g), defined similarly to I,, 
agrees with I,(Q). By an ingenious argument Seifert [29] shows that I,.(g) = 0, and from this 
we conclude that I,(g)=O. Now I,: n,(L, x,)+2 factors through H,(L; Z), which is a finitely 
generated abelian group of rank one (since H,(L; R)xR), and the image of i in H,(L; 3 has 
infinite order, so I, must be the zero homomorphism. 
We now show that I, cannot vanish identically, to obtain the desired contradiction. 
There is a partial section s: B’-+M of p over B’= B - Int(D’), since B’ homotopy retracts onto 
its l-skeleton. The vector field X restricted to s(B’) projects under p* to a nonsingular vector 
field Y on B’. The winding number of Y along 8B’ = c3D’ is +x(B) # 0. Now the closed curve 
s(aD’) is homotopic in p- ‘(D’) to a loop representing some element 8e~n,(L, x0) which will 
have the same winding number l,(aO)= + x(B)#O. 0 
Remark 4.1. The Hypothesis (0.2) is equivalent o the existence of the global section Sl: 
M+I’I needed to define the global perturbed holonomy map Rdg,). When there is a global 
section s: B+M of p, Hypothesis (0.2) can be replaced by the weaker assumption that there is 
a partial section $i: s(B)+ll such that g,(s(y,)) generates H,(L,R). 
4.2. Three examples howing the mutual independence of Theorems 4,5 and 6. (None of 
these examples atisfies the hypotheses of the theorems of Langevin and Rosenberg [161 or 
Fuller [S]). 
4.2.1. Let M = S3 x (P3 # P3), where P# P3 is the connected sum of two real projective 
spaces ofdimension three. The fibration h opl: S3 x (P3 # P3)-*S2, where h: S3+S2 is the Hopf 
fibration and pl is the projection onto the first factor, has fiber L= S’ x (P3#P3) null- 
homologous in M. The fundamental group of the fiber is x=xl(L, x,)zZ x (Z2C2) with 
commutator subgroup [7c, ~1 z Z. Theorem 4 shows that L is stable in the large, but neither 
Theorem 5 nor Theorem 6 applies. 
4.2.2. Consider the Hopf fibration h,: S5 +CP2 with fiber S’. For some prime p > 3, pass 
to the quotient by the pth roots of unity to get h,: S5/Z,-+GP2 with fiber S’/Z:,~S’. Let 
M = S5/Z, x (P3 # P3). The fiber L = S’/&, x (P3 # P3) of the fibration h, 0 pl: M+GP2 is 
stable in the large by Theorem 5, but neither Theorem 4 nor Theorem 6 applies. 
4.2.3. Let M =S5 x P3 and consider the fibration h, opl: S5 x P3+GP2. Then the fiber 
S’ x P3 is stable in the large by Theorem 6, but neither Theorem 4 nor Theorem 5 applies. 
4.3. Counterexamples when the hypothesis of Conjecture (0.1) are not satisfied. 
4.3.1. Let p: M 1 +B be a smooth fibration with fiber S’ given by the flow of a nonsingular 
vector field X on M 1 and suppose x(B) = 0. Then there exists a nonsingular vector field Y on 
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B, which we may suppose to have at most a finite number of periodic trajectories. Let Y be a 
vector field on M, which projects to Y under p*. Then there exist arbitrarily small E > 0 such 
that the vector field Z,=X+sY has no closed trajectories on M,. If N is a smooth closed 
manifold with H,(N;R)=O then the foliation F, by the fibers of popI: M, x N-B can be 
perturbed by multiplying the trajectories of Z by N to obtain a foliation F arbitrarily C” 
close to F, without compact leaves. [A similar perturbation is possible for any fibration p: 
M-+B with x(B)=0 provided that i*: H’(M: W)+H’(L: R)zR is surjective.] 
4.3.2. In the previous example, if the condition X(B) = 0 is replaced by the condition that B 
is noncompact, then a similar construction is possible using a vector field X on B with no 
periodic trajectories. 
4.3.3. Let L=S’ x S2 # S’ x S* and let M =B x L, where B is any closed manifold. The 
product fibration pl: M+B can be perturbed C” to a foliation with no compact leaves, since 
n,(L, x,-J z Z*Z and the perturbed holonomy of the two generators can be chosen to be two 
arbitrary diffeomorphisms of B close to the identity with no common periodic point. 
55. GENERALIZATION OF THE KLEIN BOTTLE THEOREM 
Proof of Theorem 7. Recall that M is the suspension of a diffeomorphismfi L-+ L. This can 
be obtained from M = L x R by the identification (x, t) -(f(x), t - 1) for all (x, t) E L x R. Thus 
there is a covering map K: fi+M and the projection p: M+S’ =R/Z is induced by the 
projection on the second factor p2: L x R+R. We suppose that f(x,)=x, for some point 
x0 EL (by modifyingf by an isotopy, if necessary, so that the isotopy class of p: M+S’ is 
unchanged). Set fi =rroT1: Z+M where J1: I+fi=L x R is defined 3i(t)=(xo, t),t~Z. Let 
&n,(L, x0) be an element whose real homology class ggenerates H,(L; R), and let gl: 1+II be 
the lift of fi to the sheaf II with gi(O)=S. By Theorem 3’ with K =I there exists a 
neighborhood V of the foliation F, by the fibers of p in Fol:(M) such that for all FE V the 
perturbed holonomy map Zfk(ol): I+M is defined, and if for some tel H#,) (t)=fi(t), then 
the leaf L,, of F through x=fi(t) is near L, and diffeomorphic to L, under rt,: N,+L,. It 
remains to show that such a point tel must exist for all FE V sufficiently close to F,. 
Suppose not, so that there is a sequence of foliations F,E Vconverging to F, such that for 
all t~l and r12 1 
%(S’i)@) zfi(r). (5.1) 
Now po HZ,(SI): Z-R/Z can be lifted uniquely to a map h,: Z-R such that h,(O) is near 0. In 
view of (5. l), h, has no fixed points and we may suppose that h,(O) > 0 for all n (by passing to a 
subsequence, and replacing g by g- ‘, if necessary). 
We identify the fiber L with p-‘(O), so that the basepoint x0 of L is identified with 
n(x,, 0), and we identify the transverse disk D,, at x0 with a small interval around 0 in R by 
lifting p: D,,+R/Z to a diffeomorphism into R. Then the perturbed holonomy at x0 satisfies 
H,“@)(O) = h”(O). 
Next, we repeat Thurston’s construction of a homomorphism 9: x,(L,x,)+k as in 
Lemma 2.4, with x,,=O for all n. Let g,&(L, x0) be a loop representing the element QE 
7c1(L,xo) chosen above. Choose loops g3,. . . , g,&(L, x0) whose real homology classes 
93, . ,gr~H,(L; 5) vanish, such that the loops gl, g2 =g;‘, g3, . . . g, form a symmetric set 
that generates n,(L, x0). Let d, = SUpi(H,n(gi)(0)l and for each loop gER(L, x0) that is not too 
long define q,(g) = d; lHF.(g)(0). Passing to a subsequence so that Cp,(gi) converges as n-, 00 
for each i, 1 G i G r, we find that cp(g) = lim, q,(g) exists for all loops g and defines a nonzero 
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homomorphism @: rr,(L,x,)+R as in Lemma 2.4. Note that @(g)=+(S)= 1, where Cp: 
H1(L;l?+R is the homomorphism induced by @. 
Since M is obtained from L x R by the identification (x, t)w(f(x), c - l), we see that 
il( 1) =f&ji(O) =f&), where!, is the automorphism of n,(L, x0) induced byf; so that the loop 
fo g1 represents the element S1(l). Now h,(l)> 1, which implies that HF,(fo gi)(O) >O 
and consequently cp,(fo g i) > 0 for all n. In the limit @(f,(S)) = @(j&j)) 2 0. On the other hand, 
f&j)= cg with c < 0 by hypothesis, so @(&(S))= c@(g) ~0, and the contradiction proves 
the theorem. q 
In order to compare Theorem 7 with Plante’s Theorem (Theorem S), we recall the 
definition of the class Y [19,20]. Every group G which contains a finitely generated 
subgroup H with non-exponential growth [19], such that each gEG has a positive power 
g”EH, belongs to Y. Furthermore Y is closed under extensions 1 +G’+G+ G”+ 1, and Y is 
the smallest class with these properties. 
Example 5.2. Let G be the “remarkable group” studied by Ghys and Sergiescu [9] and 
originally discovered by R. J. Thomson. The group G can be defined to consist of those 
homeomorphisms g of S’ = R/Z which are piecewise affine, whose left and right derivatives 
are integral powers of 2, and such that the point g(0) and the points where the derivative of g is 
discontinuous are dyadic rationals (i.e. of the form p/24 mod E, where p and q are integers). 
The group is finitely presented, infinite, and simple. Furthermore it contains a subgroup that 
is a free group on two generators. [For example, takef,gEG such that each has exactly one 
fixed point,f( l/4) = l/4 and g(3/4) = 3/4, withf(ll2) = 1 and g(0) = l/2. Thenfand g generate a
free group, as is easily seen by considering the images of the intervals (0,1/2) and (l/2,1) mod 
Z under the action of distinct reduced words infand g.] If a subgroup Hof G contains positive 
powers f’ and g” off and g, then H contains the free group they generate and hence has 
exponential growth, so G cannot belong to Y. 
Let N4 be a smooth closed 4-manifold such that a,(N) z G, let L = S’ x N4 and letf: L+ L 
be a diffeomorphism which reverses the orientation of S’ and is the identity on N4. Let p: 
M6+S’ be the suspension off: Then Theorem 7 implies that the fiber L is stable in the large, 
since H,(L;Fi)zFi, but rr,(L)zG x Z does not belong to Y, and so Theorem 8 is not 
applicable. 
$6. ONE PARAMETER FAMILIES OF FOLIATIONS 
N. Desolneux-Moulis [2,3] has proven a form of stability in the large for perturbations 
within a smooth one parameter family of foliations starting with a fibration, under a certain 
initial transversality condition. We shall obtain a similar theorem with weaker hypotheses by 
using Theorem 3’. 
Let F(t) (teF.) be a C2 one parameter family of foliations of a manifold M, i.e. they define a 
Cz foliation of M x R with leaves L’ x {t} where L’ is a leaf of F(t). Letting vc TM be the 
normal bundle to F(0) orthogonal to its leaves, we define ~(t)&‘( V(O), v) to be the unique 
1 -form on TF(0) with values in v, such that the graph of the homomorphism o(t),: TF(O),+v, 
is the tangent plane TF(t), for each XCM and t#,. There is a l-form o,&‘(TF(O), v) defined 
by differentiating w(t), olx = d/dt oft),l,= ,,. 
Now suppose that F(0) is the foliation F, by the fibers of a fibration p: M-B. For each 
loop gdl(L,, x) we define the vector X,(w,, x)ETB,,, where XEM and y=p(x)~B, to be 
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where we abbreviate p._Cs, and wlgCsj by p* and wl, and g’(s) is the velocity vector of g 
(assumed piecewise smooth) at g(s). As in Proposition 6 of [3], we obtain 
PROPOSITION 6.1. X&w,, x) =p*d/dtH,(,,(g)(x)l,=,. 
Proof: The proof is a calculation in the product neighborhood N, z L, x D,, where we 
identify D, with a disk centered at 0 in W. Let gr be the lift of g along rc,: N,+L, to the leaf of 
F(t) through x, so that g,(O)=x and gJl)=H,,,,(g)(x). Since W(t), is the graph of o(t), we 
have 
d(s) = g’(s) + ~(t),,&‘(s)) 
=g’(s)+tw,(g’(s))+o(t). 
Applying p* and differentiating with respect to t, we obtain 
dldtp,gj(s)l,=o=p,w,(g'(s)). 





since g,(s)ds = HFCtj(g)(x)-x, and integration of the RHS yields X&o,, x), by 
0 
definition. 0 
Remark 6.2. For any compact leaf with trivial linear holonomy, the linear holonomy 
provides a canonical trivialization of the normal bundle DH: vL+ TD,,. Then we may define 
x&w,, xO)e TD,, using DH in place ofp,, and Proposition 6.1 holds as before, with essentially 
the same proof. 
COROLLARY 6.3. Zf q and y=p(x) are given, then X&o,, x) depends only on the real 
homology class ~EH,(L,; R) of g, and dejnes a homomorphism from H,(L,; Ri) to TB,. 
Proof The perturbed holonomy H,(,)(g)(x) depends only on the homotopy class of g. 
Thus X, (w,, x) defines a homomorphism from nt(L,, x) to TB, which is a real vector space, 
and the homomorphism factors uniquely through H,(L,; R). 0 
As a consequence of the corollary, a section 8: M-II determines avector field X&o,) on 
B, where XAw,)(y) = X&o,, x), for any x~p- l(y). Recall that the singularities of a vector field 
are generic if it is transverse to the zero section of the tangent bundle. For X&w,) this means 
intuitively that the family F(t) changes with a nonzero initial velocity at time t =0 along the 
loop g. 
THEOREM 9. 7n thejibration p: M+B suppose that x(B)#O and that there are a section g: 
M+Il and elements gz, . . . , &E~c~(L, x0) such that gI =g(x,) is accessible in (g,, . . . ,&) 
and gl, . . , ijk generate H,(L; E$. IfF(t) (ts@ is a C2 one parameterfamily offoliations of M 
such that F(O)= F, and the vectorfield X,(w,) is transverse to the zero section of the tangent 
bundle of B, then for all t sujficiently near 0 the foliation F(t) has a compact leaf near to, and 
difleomorphic to, some fiber. 
In fact, as the proof shows, there is a compact leaf near p-‘(y) for every point YEB at 
which X,(0,) vanishes, so there are at least Ix(B)1 compact leaves. 
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In order to obtain the same conclusion, Desolneux-Moulis [3] supposes that rrl(Lxr x) is 
abelian and that the sheaf II is globally trivial (i.e. there are enough global sections of II to 
generate ni(L, x,)), but she assumes transversality of X&w,) only for some section 8 of II. 
Theorem 9 remains valid under this weaker hypothesis provided we suppose that the 
subgroup (gi, . . . , &) is abelian. 
Proof of Theorem 9. Let K be the disjoint union of a finite number of compact disks B, in 
B such that their interiors cover B. Choosef: K + M so that pof: K + B restricts on each disk 
B, to the inclusion into B, and so that x0 =f(z,) for some z~EK. Corresponding to the given 
section 8: M +ll there is a lift & = gofi K +ll off: By translating rc,(L, x,,) along paths in M to 
the disksf(B,) we obtain lifts 4:: K -*II offsatisfying $(zJ= g’,~x,(L, x,), i = 2, . . , , k. Now 
the hypotheses of Theorem 3’ are satisfied and for t sufficiently near 0 it suffices to find ZEK 
such that H&,(&)(z)=f(z) to complete the proof. 
Lety,, . . . , y,eB be the points at which the vector field X,(0,) vanishes, and choose zj in 
the interior of K so that pf(zj) = yj. Since x(B) #O, X&o,) must vanish, and the transversality 
hypothesis guarantees that X,(0,) is hyperbolic, therefore with index f 1, at each yj. For t 
sufficiently small, we can conclude from Proposition 6.1 that there will be a unique 
hyperbolic fixed point xjr of HF&jl(xj)) in a neighborhood Uj of xj=f(zj) in Dxj. For 
simplicity of notation suppose that zj=z,,, so that g’,(zj)=gi~x,(L, x0) and D,,= D. 
Nextlet (gl)=GOUG,a . . cl G,s G=(g,, . . , &> be a finite sequence of subgroups 
of n,(L, x,,) showing that g1 is accessible in G. Replacing each gi by a power of itself, if 
necessary, we may suppose that G,=G. Furthermore, possibly expanding the set of 
generators of G, we may assume that for every E = + 1, 1 I is k and 1 IS < r, the following 
statement holds: 
If &EC,+ ir then &ji&-&~(g~j:g~~G,). (6.4) 
In fact, if (6.4) is not always satisfied, then we may add a new generator QfglgTC for every 
triple (E, i, s) for which (6.4) fails. In case (6.4) fails for some of the new generators &, we repeat 
the process of adding new generators. Since the largest value of s for which there exist i and E 
not satisfying (6.4) is decreased at each step, the process will terminate after a finite number of 
steps. 
Now take t sufficiently small so that HF(r)(Si)(Xjr) is in Uj, i= 1, . . . , m. By induction we 
show that for every Q+Gsr HF&ji) fixes Xjt. This is obvious for G,,, so suppose we have shown 
it for G,, and let giEG,+l be a generator. Now gig, =#Qi for some ~‘EG, so 
for J’ is a monomial in the generators gi belonging to G, and therefore H&j’) fixes xjr. Since 
xjt is the only fixed point of HF(,)(iI) in Uj, HF&ji)(xj,) must be xjr, completing the inductive 
step. Thus xjr is a common fixed point of the maps HFJgi). For t sufficiently small there will 
be a point zj, near zj on K, such thatf(zj,) and xjt are joined by a short path on a leaf of F(t). It 
follows that Hb,,,(Qi)(zj,) =f(zjt) for i = 1, . . . , k, so Theorem 3’ yields the desired conclusion. 
Note that if G= (g,, . . . , &) is commutative and X&J,) is generic for some @G, then S 
may be used instead of g,, and the proof proceeds just as before. 0 
Remark. In view of Corollary 6.3, the hypothesis of Theorem 9 affirming that Qi extends 
to a section tj:M+Il can be weakened to the assumption that ~~EH,(L; Ri) extends to a 
section of the locally trivial sheaf of first real homology groups of the fibers over B. The proof 
proceeds just as before, merely replacing II by the sheaf of homology groups. 
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$7. LOCALLY STABLE COMPACT LEAVES 
In this section we prove Theorems 11 and 12 concerning local stability of compact leaves 
and give some examples. 
Proof of Theorem 11. Apply Theorem 1. Then it will suffice to show that for all F in a 
sufficiently small neighborhood Y1 c V of F,, there is a common fixed point x~U of the 
perturbed holonomy maps H,(g,), i= 1, . . . , k. 
Accessibility of gl in G= (S1, . . . , fjr) means that there is a finite normal series 
G, 4 G, a . . . a G, where Q1 generates G, and as in the proof of Theorem 9, we may assume 
that G,= G and that (6.4) is always satisfied. Extend the set {gl, . . . , ok} to a finite symmetric 
subset of G, {g,, . . . , &,), by adding inverses whenever necessary. Let D’ c U be a closed 
interval neighborhood of x0. Choose V, small enough so that for every FE V,, the following 
conditions hold. 
7.1 HF(Q1) has a fixed point in D’ and no fixed point in U-D’. 
7.2. If we set hi=H,(g’,), the perturbed holonomy hi: U+D is defined and h,(D’) E U for 
i=l,. . . , m. 
Consequently, identifying D with an interval in R we find that the set A offixed points of h, is a 
nonempty closed subset of D’ such that 
(a, b} E A -c [a, b] E D’ 
where a=inf(A) and b=sup(A). 
We prove inductively that for every &G,, h = H&j) fixes a and b. This is clear for G,. 
Suppose it holds for G, and let BiEG,+ 1. Then g=Qiglg; 1 belongs to G, and its perturbed 
holonomy fixes a, SO hi(u) = h,(hi(a)). The fixed point h,(a) of h, belongs to U and consequently 
to A. Arguing similarly for b we conclude that hi([u, b]) G [a, b]. Since gi is also a generator of 
G s+1 we find similarly that hi- ’ [a, b] G [a, b], so that hi fixes a and b. Thus G,, 1 fixes a and b, 
completing the induction. Hence a and b are common fixed points of H, (cJJ, i= 1,. . . , k. 0 
Now suppose that F(t) is a C2 one parameter family of codimension 4 foliations on M, 
and let L, be a compact leaf of F, = F(0) with trivial linear holonomy. For an element 
QEX~(&, x0) define A(@End (TD,,) by 
and consider the following hypothesis. 
HYPOTHESIS 7.3. A(Q) has no eigenvalues on the imaginary axis iR. 
Intuitively (7.3) means that the initial velocity of change of the perturbed holonomy is 
such that HF,&) is hyperbolic for all nonzero t near 0. Now in the spirit of Desolneux- 
Moulis’ Theorem [3] and our Theorem 9 we have the following. 
THEOREM 12. With F(t) and L, as above, suppose that there are elements gl, . . . , &E 
n,(LO, x0) such that sI, . . . , & generate H,(L,; W), g1 is accessible in (GI, . . . , tjk), and 
Hypothesis (7.3) holds with g=gl. Then for all t sufficiently close to 0, F(t) has a compact leaf 
near to and d$eomorphic to L,. 
Proof: Denote DHfct,(G1)X, by A(t). Since A(0) is the identity I we may write A(t)=expB(t), 
where B(t) is a C’ curve in End(TD,,) with B(0) =O. Now B’(O)= A’(0) = A(Q) so the 
eigenvalues of 
B(t)= tB’(O)+o(t), t #O, 
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have nonvanishing real part. Consequently A(t) has no eigenvalues on S’, so A(t) is 
hyperbolic and ZfF&jI) has a unique fixed point X,ED for t near 0. Since g1 is accessible in 
(61,. . ., &) it follows (as in Theorems 9 and 11) that x, is also a fixed point of HF&ji) for 
i=2,. . . , k, and the Theorem follows from Theorem 1. 0 
Example. 7.5. If H is an infinite, simple, nonabelian finitely presented group and G = :*H, 
then G has no accessible lements. Let L, be a compact smooth manifold with x1 (L,, x0) = G 
(always possible if dim(&) >, 4). Cut L, along a non-separating closed codimension one sub- 
manifold N to get L’ such that aL’ has two components a,L’ and a,L’. Let h be a weakly 
hyperbolic diffeomorphism of (Wq, 0) and let M be the quotient of L’ x Rq by (x, y) y (x’, h(y)) 
where x~d,L’ and x’ is the corresponding point in d,L’, with the foliation F, induced by the 
product foliation L’ x (point}. Then L, is a stable compact leaf by Theorem 10 but no 
theorems of [ 131 are applicable. 
Example 7.6. Let T” be the n-dimensional torus and multiply the previous example by 
T”. If q = 1 then by Theorem 11 L, x T” is a locally stable compact leaf of the foliation 
F, x T” on M x T”, but the results of [13] are not applicable. 
Example 7.7. The leaf L,, = S’ x S2 # S’ x S* of (4.3.3) can never be a stable compact leaf 
because the two generators of x,(L,, x,)=Z*Z can have entirely independent holonomy. 
Thus some hypothesis on the fundamental group is necessary to have local stability. 
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APPENDIX 
In this Appendix we prove a number of lemmas related to perturbed holonomy including Lemmas 
8.1, 1.1 and 2.1 and Propositions 1.4 and 3.1, in that order. All paths and loops are assumed to be 
piecewise smooth. 
LEMMA 8.1. Let L be a compact Riemannian manifold and let g,, . . , ged2(L, x0) be loops which 
generate nL1 (L, x0). Given C > 0 there exists c’ > 0 such that every loop g&(L, x,,) oflength less then C is 
homotopic to a product of generators (and their inverses) such that each intervening loop in the homotopy 
has length less than c’. 
Proof Choose a smooth triangulation of L such that x,, is a vertex and the open star V(x) of each 
vertex x is geodesically convex with. diameter less than 1. Take n> C/S where 6 is the Lebesgue 
number of the star cover. We claim 
8.2. Every loop g&(L, x0) of length less than C is homotopic to a simplicial loop through loops of 
length less than 4n. 
Proof: Write g = g1 . g. where each gi is a path in some star, say V(x,). Between gi and gi + 1 insert 
the null-homotopic loop aihib, + , where ai is the geodesic in V(x,) from gi( 1) to xi, hi is the 1 -simplex from 
xi to x,+ ,, and bi+ 1 is the geodesic from xi+ l to gi+ ,(O). Then 
g=gl g.=(lligiaihibi+,)g,-h, h, 
where the product is taken over 1~ i < n - 1. The null-homotopies of a,h,b, + I and b,g,a, can be chosen to 
have intermediate loops of length less than 3. 0 
The lemma follows, since the number of simplicial loops of length less than 4n is finite, and we can 
choose an arbitrary homotopy to a product of generators and inverses for each. 0 
By adapting (8.2) to paths we obtain 
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LEMMA 8.3. Given a compact Riemannian manifold L and C >0 there exists C’>O such that two 
homotopic paths go, g,: I-+L of length less than C are homotopic such that the intewening paths hare 
length less than C’. 
In order to establish Lemma 1.1 we shall prove the slightly stronger statement which follows. As in 
$1. L, is a compact leaf of the CL codimension q foliation F, on M, and we have fixed a Riemannian 
metric on M and constructed the tubular neighborhood II: N -+L, of radius E > 0. For 0 < 6 < E let N(6) 
be the tubular subneighborhood of L, of radius 6 and let D,(h)=D,nN(d) where D,= X-‘(J). YE L,. 
LEMMA 8.4. Given C’ > 0 there exist a neighborhood V of F, in Foli(M) and 6 > 0 with the,fi>/lowing 
property. For every FE V and x~N(6). every path g in L, oflength less than C’ starting ar n(x) lifts along 
7~ to a path g’ starting at x and lying on a leaf of F. 
Proof: We shall prove (8.4) by using the basic neighborhoods of Epstein [7], rather than the axioms 
he gives, since Axiom 2 of [7] considers only a single path. 
As in the proof of Lemma 8.1 we choose a triangulation of L, with the properties indicated there. Let 
the vertices be x1, . x,. As in [7] choosea neighborhoodscheme S=(I, (cp,), {Ki}) for F,; i.e. ‘pi: U,-+l- ” 
for icl is a C’ diffeomorphism from an open set Ui in M to an open set in R”. so that for each leaf L of F, 
each component of q,(L) is parallel to pne4 x (0); n = dim(M) and Ki c Iii is such that cp,(KJ is a closed 
n-cube with sides parallel to the axes in R”, the family {Kij is locally finite, and (Int(K,)) covers M. Call 
any pair (cp: U+r’“, K) with the above properties a distinguished chart on M for F,. Make the choice so 
that I, = ( 1, , r) 5 I, so that these are precisely the indices i for which Ui meets N, and so that for 
icl,, U,n L is the open star of the vertex xi and Ki contains 71 -‘(K,nL). Without loss ofgenerality we 
may assume that every distinguished chart (cp, K) has cp(K)=l”, the unit cube in jc”. 
Given S, iEl and E’>O, we define a neighborhood N(i, E’) of F, in Fol:(M) to consist of those 
foliations F such that there is a distinguished chart (p’, K) for F with K, E K and 
((~‘~(~~-‘--ldj, <E’ on cpi(Ki)=I” (8.5) 
where 1 *I 1 denotes the C’ norm, defined to be the supremum of the absolute values of the function and 
its first partial derivatives. A basis of the compact C’ topology of [7] is given by finite intersections of 
such neighborhoods N(i, E’) for S. [Epstein does not require q(K) = I”, but by taking a smaller E’ we may 
make that assumption, at least for the C’ topology.] 
Case 1. We consider only paths g which lie in Ki for a fixed &I,,. Carry all the structures over into 
the open neighborhood cpi(Ui) of I” by ‘pi. For example, IC- ‘(Ki) c N passes over to a tubular E- 
neighborhood of &Kin L) = Ifleg x {0}, relative to the induced metric (not necessarily Euclidean), and 
$=‘p’~‘p;‘:I”+I” will be a diffeomorphism onto a subset of I” with (I/J--ld(,<~’ for some E’ to be 
chosen. Given E,.O<E, <~,chooseS, such that Inm4 x [ -6,, S,] iscontained in the&,-neighborhood of 
Ineq x {Oj. choose E’>O such that all $: I”+I” with I$-ldl, <E’ satisfy 
and choose Ed >O such that the &,-neighborhood of I”-¶ x {O} is contained in Ineq x [ -6,/2. 6,/2]. 
Then it is clear that for every FEN(i, E’) and every xeKin N(EJ. any path g in Kin L with g(0) = n(x) lifts 
to a path g’ starting at x and lying on a leaf of F, completing Case 1. Note also that 
8.6. The perturbed holonomy HF(g) of all paths g in Ln Ki tends uniformly to the identity in the C’ 
norm, as E’ tends to 0. 
This is clear from (8.5). 
It follows easily, by intersecting the neighborhoods N(i, E’) for i= 1, , r (where E’ depends on i) 
and letting z(E~) be the least of the corresponding numbers Q. that we can find a neighborhood V, of F, 
such that 
8.7. Every path g contained in some Kin L lifts to every x in II -‘(g(O))nN(x(~,)) for every FE VO. 
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The general case. Fix n > C/a (where S is the Lebesgue number of the cover {Int(K,)n L} of L, as in 
theproofof(8.1).Letbj=s(“-j(s),j=O,. . . , n and by repeatedly applying Case 1 choose neighborhoods 
V”ZV”_,‘.. a V, of F, so that (8.7) holds with V,, replaced by Vj and E, =hj, j= 1, . . , n. Since 
any path in L of length less than C’ can be decomposed g=gr . gn where each gj lies in some Kin L, 
repeated application of (8.7) shows that the lemma holds for V= V, and 6=6,. 0 
Proofofthe Compact LeafStability Lemma 2.1. If we knew that the leaf L of F containing x were 
contained in the tubular neighborhood N, the proof would be an easy argument in covering space 
theory using IC: N+L, restricted to L. This proof does in fact work, as we now show, provided that we 
keep track of the lengths of the paths involved so that they cannot leave N. 
For a fixed Riemannian metric on M, choose 
C>2.diameter (L,)+max, s js ,length (gj), 
let c’ > C be the associated constant satisfying Lemma 8.1, and apply Lemma 1.1 to get neighborhoods 
V of F, in Foli (M) and U of x0 in D such that for any FE V and XE U, every path g in L, of length less 
than C’ starting at xc lifts along rz to a path g’ starting at x and on the leaf L of F passing through x. 
Clearly (1’) is satisfied by V, = V and U, = U. 
Now suppose that for some FE Vand XE U we have HAgI) = x for each j. Define a diffeomorphism 
s: L,-+L by setting 
where g is a path oflength less than C/2 from x,, to y on Le. If we show that s is well-defined then (since F 
is transverse to the fibers of n:N+&,), s will be a smooth bijection with smooth inverse rrlL. The image 
s(L,,) will be all of L since it is both open and closed in L. 
To show that s is well-defined, let gr be another path of length less than C/2 from x0 to Y. The loop 
919 -’ is homotopic to a product of generators gj so that each intermediate loop lifts, and then 
H,(g,g- r) fixes x since the perturbed holonomy HF(gj) of each generator does. Thus Hr(g,)(x)= 
Hr(g)(x) and s is well-defined. 0 
Proofs of Propositions 1.4 and 3.1. Proposition 1.4 is the special case of Proposition 3.1 in which 
K = {x0} and g(x,,) is the homotopy class ofg, so it suffices to prove 3.1. As in the proof of 8.4 we proceed 
by cases, and we use the constructions and notation of that proof. 
Case 1. Suppose that there is a map g: K x I -rInt(Ki) for some i such that the path gZ defined 
g=(t) = g(z, t) represents g(z) for each ZE K. Then H&) is well-defined and continuous by Lemma 8.4. If 
8 is C’ we may choose g to be C’ and then Hr(J) is clearly C’. Continuity of H follows from the 
observation (8.6) made during the proof of Lemma 8.4. 
Case 2. Suppose that there are maps g; K x I+Int(Kicj,)n& j= 1,. . , II, such that g,{z, l)= 
gj+, (z,O) for all z and j, and such that the path gr=glr . . gnZ (where gjZ(t)=g,{z, t)) represents G(z) for 
all ZEK. This case follows by repeated application of Case 1. 
The general case. In some neighborhood K’ of z’EK representative paths for g can be chosen by a 
continuous map g: K’ x I+L. Decompose gr~=gipO . . . gnZ, for some n so that each path gj, lies in 
Int(KiljJnL for some i(j). Possibly reducing the size of the neighborhood K’, we may extend each gj;’ 
to a map gj: K’ x I+Int(Ki(j,)nL and apply Case 2 to obtain the desired conclusions for &. By the 
compactness of K a finite number of such sets K’ cover K and we may let V be the intersection of the 
corresponding neighborhoods. 0 
